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ABSTRACT: Manju Kapur in her novel Custody holds a mirror to the modern 

marriages, which shows the mindset up of the modern society women. The novel set in 

the upper-middle class colonies of Delhi in the mid-nineties. . The novel reveals in detail 

the lives of two women, Shagun and Ishita, among this two characters one fights to 

move away from the traditional family, husband and the other to join with her husband. 

Shagun, the blue eyed dazzling beauty is the wife of Raman, they blessed with two 

beautiful children Arjun and Roohi. Entry of Ashok in Shagun life makes her to divorce 

Raman for no reason. On the other hand Ishita was divorced by her husband Suryakanta 

because of her impotency. At one stage Raman and Ishita got married because of their 

lonely status. Now the novel roles and reveals on the Custody of the two kids Arjun and 

Roohi. Manju Kapur uses gentle and delicious words to describe the aspects and 
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emotions in the novel. This paper portrays a struggle faced by the protagonist to have 

a luxurious life. 
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The novel describes that compatibility between man and woman needs a lot of 

redefining moments. Literature is an expression of life through language as a medium. 

Various form of literature imbibes the various form of human being. Here novel play a vital 

role in the field of literature. It is possible to portray the emotion of both men and women. 

Prasad quotes Meredith’s word on novel as “a summary of actual life”which includes both 

“the within and the without of us” (148).  The novel is not about the couples, but about 

their children. Shagun finds herself trapped in an arranged marriage to a man who, she 

discovers is rigidly conservative and completely indifferent to her desires. She begins to 

experience utter loneliness, because Raman concentrates on his business which brought an 

end to the human emotions. The novel also brings to limelight the suffering of children. 

Custody shows how the children get affected when the system of marriage fails.  

Shagun, the main character of the novel Custody is ready to pick a luxurious way of 

life. Shagun is wife of Raman who is working as a corporate advertiser. As well as she is 

the mother of two kids Arjun and Roohi. Feeling exhausted and annoyed with normal way 

of living with a family she was pulled towards a comfort life style. Shagun was attracted 

by Ashok, the boss of Raman, she has a new relationship with him who brought the family 

and the custody of the children was thrown into a questions.   
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The vast majority of the women in India break their marriage bond, in order to 

acquire their missed opportunity. Taslima says in regards to freedom as: “Freedom may be 

risky. It may have hazards but what joy is there in being caged even in the cage of gold! It 

is not security that makes. Life worth living, it is the flight into unknown, venturing into 

the untrodden paths and alleys of life” (5). 

The marriage of Raman and Shagun was organized along standard lines “…she the 

beauty, he the one with the brilliant prospects” (CUS 14). She becomes pregnant within a 

year and turns into the centre of all consideration and she does her obligations as spouse 

and as dutiful little daughter-in-law by delivering a boy, “Her son had inherited her looks 

and colour, a further source of gratification” (15). But, at the time of her daughter’s birth 

she hates it because she was not ready for the second delivery at the age of thirty. 

The separation between Shagun and Raman begins when he becomes busy with his 

occupation that moves him here and there. But, he remunerates his absence by giving her 

a boundless shopping recompense. But, that amusement does not fulfil her. She feels tired 

and tired of being distant from everyone else. Around then, she is acquainted with Ashok 

Khanna, the organization ponder man, manager of Raman. After that meeting Shagun is 

pulled in towards Ashok, which can be seen by her number of inquiries to Raman, as 

“….was it true he was a marketing genius? Had he managed to produce results so far? 

Where was his wife? How come he wasn’t married? (10). 

She admires him and she feels complex in his presence and appreciates to assume 

the part far from home. Shagun and the heroine Karuna in Shobhade’s Socialite Evening 

are comparative in such manner. In Shobha De’s Socialite Evening, Karuna’ s spouse 

presents Krish as an “great guy” (Socialite Evening 167). Karuna finds “a shy, sensitive, 
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mixed up man whom she instantly fell in love with” (Socialite Evening 168). Krish begins 

tempting her from his first meeting by offering her a “Chameli gajra” (Socialite Evening 

168). Like Raman, Karuna’s spouse, however remains too simple to presume his wife s 

domination.  

Another heroine of the novel is Ishita who is the only daughter to her family. She is 

a victim of wrong marriage but not like Shagun she doesn't fall in love with any man. Rather 

she looks for her satisfaction by following the family esteems. She got her good education 

and habits and she is constantly helped to remember the estimation of education. Ishita at 

the age of twenty two says: "Marriage was far from way from Ishita’s thoughts. She knew 

it lay in her future but she wanted to work first. Having finished a BA, the family decided 

she should do a B.Ed., a degree that would always be useful" (50). But, the dreams of Ishita 

to become a career woman get shattered when an alliance together originates from a 

conventional family with a proposition of a plain family-cherishing young woman for their 

only child, Suryakanta. To them dowry is not a consideration since they have enough 

money they need. But, a good home maker who is fit for giving terrific youngsters to be a 

good family is their concern. 

The new life conveys to Ishita changes. Thus “Ishita had jumped a notch in the 

world. Car, address, situation – all better” (52). But this cheerful and delighted life becomes 

noticeably uneasy when there is no pregnancy after the entry of numerous months. Ishita’s 

mother wishes that the youthful couple can bring forth the children early in their 

relationship. The seniors in the Indian family anticipate from the couple, grandchildren as 

an ethical commitment. After the time of eighteen months in her in-law’s home, “They are 

beginning to ask, why haven’t you conceived?”(53). Before life becomes plainly genuine 

Ishita and her mother visit another doctor. The doctor poses numerous inquiries like, “Had 
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she ever had an abortion? A miscarriage? Ever taken birth control pills? Or used internal 

devices? Ever experienced a major illness? Ever had TB?” (57). 

Ishita who is unconscious of her ailment answers no to all inquiries. But her mother 

stresses that her youth disease, TB, is the explanation behind her fruitlessness. Because of 

fear and to be erring on the side of caution, her mother demands Ishita not to uncover to 

her husband about their visit to the doctor. Ishita without knowing the life of other side is 

completely drenched in her husband’s cherish.  

She snaps her mother saying “How am I supposed  to keep this information from 

my in-law’s? My husband? I don’t keep secrets from him” (58). She trusts that her husband 

will never overlook her, because whenever she cried, he used to reassure her by saying that 

“...he had said she was the queen of his heart” (59). He uses to give positive perspectives 

about existence, by saying that each issue has an answer. In this manner Ishita is completely 

entranced under the spell of her husband’s words as a recently married woman, without 

thinking of her as mother’s counsel who is the genuine well-wisher. Thus as a persevering 

and submissive woman, Ishita likes to be a decent spouse to her husband and needs to lead 

a decent family life, which is inverse to Shagun who likes to have a free existence from her 

wifely obligations. The two women, Ishita and Shagun, hence contrast in their decision. 

The present part shows the different purposes behind the anecdotal characters to have their 

own particular decision and the pending section would elucidate the results of decision. 

Shagun’s illegal relationship makes Raman to be in a stress. When he finds the 

progressions in her, he approaches Lovely Detective Agency, who asks for one month time 

to identify reality. The author has depicted the pitiable state of Raman as: “For one month 

Raman lived in no man’s land. Much of that time was spent on tour. Back home he dreaded 

the evidence his yearning heart obsessively sought, that his wife had changed towards him.  
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Raman deliberately brings up many issues, when his wife betrayed him he thinks 

himself as a clown. He additionally calls himself a fool because everything like his extend 

periods of time of diligent work he has filled the organization, appreciation, substance, 

prizes and acknowledgment, rewards and motivations are given by Ashok, his supervisor 

to trick him. He additionally trusts that as a diligent employee he has put so much vitality 

and consideration for the organization. But, Ashok has accepted this open door, to appeal 

his wife and decimate his family. As a failure, he pledges that he would not rest till Ashok 

Khanna is openly disrespected. In any case, when he sees that his wife is not demonstrating 

any blame in her motions and words, he understands that delivering retribution on Ashok 

is inconsequential. The place of Raman becomes pitiful because of the unfaithfulness of his 

wife. 

Raman’s bitterness increments when he feels that how he is absurdly deceived by 

the two most imperative individuals, his supervisor and his own spouse, Shagun. In a 

desperate condition, he tells his children "And did she tell to you she has found another 

man to love, my boss in fact, and now my boss has left work? Too afraid to face the music. 

I could take them to court” (92). Due to an inner pain, Raman gets cardiac arrest. His heart 

feels heavier because of the unexpected sentiments. The father’s illness and contrast in their 

parent’s mentality make their children more upset. The writer has demonstrated the torment 

of the children and the progressions that happen from that point are the impacts of fizzled 

marriage.  

Ishita, trusts that a successful marriage lays on the proper correspondence between 

each couple with no mystery. But, her conviction gets smashed when her husband brings 

up her barrenness condition. She feels irritated and annoyed with her husband’s conduct. 

From that point onwards, her injury begins by visiting hospitals and specialists who request 
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that her to undergo clinical treatment. While taking tests, it is watched: “Helpless tears ran 

down Ishita cheeks, soaking the neckline of her white gown, as the words ‘severe blockage’ 

drummed in her mind. What would happen to her now?” (60). 

Ishita faces critical circumstances when they return home after the tests. She can 

feel that her positive life will end. Kapur has given appropriately : “Already clouds were 

entering her soul, and shedding heavy drops of unworthiness, and such was the weight she 

couldn’t even hold his hand and tell him that she loved him more than life itself” (61). After 

consulting the doctors, the families different conduct towards her influences her to 

understand that she is no one in the family. She once felt glad and respected the family as 

hers. Also, she felt to improve the togetherness, sharing and friendship. But “Now instead 

of love all around her, there would be rejection” (61).To protect the tribal pride, she accepts 

to visit another specialist prescribed by her relative. Kapur has depicted the mind of Ishita 

while waiting for the medicinal examination. But at last she came to know that she have 

some problem. Suryakanta’s family wants him divorce her. So as per the decision of the 

family he divorced Ishita. On the other Raman was alone and her Ishita was alone, with the 

great effort of their parents they got married. Ishita was the only who was so happy in the 

earth because she was going to take care Raman’s daughter Roohi were else Raman’s son 

like to be with his mother itself.  

Manju Kapur clearly gave us the view of the Indian parents that they need their own 

child to be with them they never like that their own child grow with somebody else. Here 

Raman need Arjun to be with him, there Shagun need Roohi to be with her finally they 

approached the court and waiting for the judgement.  

In the court, Shagun contends on her part by demanding that “I now want custody 

of both my children, particularly of my little girl, who is growing up without any maternal 
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influence” (392).  At the point when the time seeks Ishita, answers pointedly that she is not 

prepared to leave Roohi any longer. She proceeds with: “Ever since my marriage I have 

put her welfare above everything. I think of her as my flesh and blood. If anybody is like a 

stepmother it is this lady. To be a mother you need a heart” (393). 

At last the judge has a different session with Roohi. Both the mother’s are anxiously 

sitting for the good decision. Ishita becomes anxious, “…shook her arm, her voice 

quavered, her sweaty face was wrinkled with the weight of her fears.” (395). Shagun 

remains close to the window, with enthusiasm. Finally, the judgment has been passed. 

Roohi is given to them and Arjun is given to Shagun. Ishita achieves the stature of bliss, 

when Roohi says to the judge that she needs to remain with her mother, Ishita, is 

overpowered with joy. While coming back to her home with Roohi, the most valuable piece 

of the marriage, she thinks about her husband who might be endeavouring to work out 

something with Shagun about Arjun. Ishita knows very well that Shagun is not going to be 

that much generous to lose his child to Raman. Ishita feels for Raman who is not going to 

understand the way that the boy had been lost to him long prior. Feeling the contentment 

of the present situation she concludes: 

The worst was over, over, thank God. Confidence flooded her. She had won 

this first, most difficult round. Roohi was almost eight in ten years custody 

would be legally immaterial. She didn’t think that woman would go on 

appeal, but if she did, she was armed with all the arts of delay. Another four 

years and she would be absolutely safe. In the mean time victory lay with the 

possessor. (396) 

Thus Ishita like all Indian women yearns for a common life. At the point when an 

opportunity comes through Raman, she expends it and begins her happy life with Raman 
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and Roohi, raising all of a sudden into wife and mother. In the fight among need and 

assurance, the heroines of Kapur, who were once enthusiastic and nostalgic, at last make a 

sensible decision.  
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